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NEWS:
SWOON OTTOMAN – A RELAXING ADDITION TO THE SWOON LOUNGE CHAIR

Fredericia presents the Swoon Ottoman designed by Space Copenhagen - a comfortable addition to the iconic lounge
chair Swoon elevating luxurious relaxation to the next level; making it the perfect choice for any lounge setting from
home to hotel.
The Swoon chair fills the gap between a conventional lounge chair and armchair due to its moderate size and refined aesthetic.
The organic, smoothly contoured design agreeably holds the seated body and provides an instant feeling of relaxation while
offering excellent back support – whether you wish to sit in an upright or a more laid-back posture.
To complete the relaxing experience, Fredericia now presents a fully-upholstered ottoman to supplement the Swoon chair;
creating a sophisticated lounge set that invites hours of comfort. With a straight, non-inclining seat, it can be used as an
independent pouf in a lounge setting or as a bold stand-alone piece in any interior.
Designer’s quote
“After using the Swoon chair in different types of projects, we found out that it would be very beneficial to add an Ottoman. The
Ottoman opens up for both more relaxing and laid-back usage of the Swoon Chair, - but is also a piece which can be used in its
own right since it has a strong identity, can be easily customized and has a high degree of flexibility” – Space Copenhagen
Swoon Ottoman is available from May.
About Fredericia
Since its foundation in 1911, the family-owned company Fredericia has built up a strong tradition of beautiful craftsmanship and
innovative design, developed in close collaboration with a circle of internationally recognised designers.

PRICES & DIMENSIONS
RRP incl. VAT: from EUR 745,W/D/H/SH (cm): 63 / 52,5 / 40,5
Weight (kg): 9,5
MATERIALS
Legs: Solid Oak / lacquered / oiled / white oiled / soaped / black lacquered / smoked
Seat upholstery: Fabric
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